INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the improvement of the space-based sensor resolution, extensive attention of scholars has been attracted towards the group targets tracking technique [1~3] . In some practical applications, compared to the whole trend of group targets, it tends to be more concerned about the individual targets within the group [2, 3] In the moving process of group targets, based on specific tactics or objective, the whole maneuver, including turn, climb, dive and so on will be occurred in group targets at any time. Moreover the specific group targets maneuvering patterns [1] , namely, the splitting, merging and dispersing are occurred. In this case, the relative positions structure of group targets measurement occurs to zoom, shear or rotation transformation. Accordingly resolution state of the individual target in a group is more complex, the measurement complexity of maneuvering group targets is considered insufficiently in the traditional multi-sensor maneuvering group targets tracking technique[4~7], including adjustable white noise, interacting multiple model, Jerk model and so on. In addition, the existing maneuvering group target tracking algorithms[8~11] usually are concentrated on the position, direction, track history or other aspects to clear logical relationship with group splitting, merging or cross. Then the processing of maneuvering group targets is completed based on PDA [8] model, pattern space [9] , MCMC particle filter [10] , SMC-PHDF [11] or other methods. As a whole the algorithm still is concentrated on the whole group, the changes of maneuvering group targets tracking is few studies, moreover, the tracking of maneuvering group targets with the space-based multi-sensor detection is no study.
II. THE MSRT-MGT-PGSDA ALGORITHM

A. Establishment of the Basic Model
The s i measurement of the sensor s is defined as if it is derived from the objects if it is derived from the clutter 
where s  is the observation area of the sensor s .
Set the integrated measurement set obtained by fusion center until the K time is defined as 
In order to offset the inadequacies of group measurement and group target association caused by the leakage test, then for a false group 0 s U is added for the group test set obtained by each sensor. Hence, group measurement from the sensor s and the whole detection area were respectively expressed as
where U s m is the number of group measurement detected by the sensor s .
III. PARTITION OF THE MEASUREMENTS OF THE GROUP TARGETS
The three sensors are considered at first.
assumed as group measurement of the same group target corresponding to t U in three sensors, thus the probability function is
where s m  is the number of measurements in the group 
where t m  is the number of measurements from true targets
The possibility division is assumed as 
To determine which maneuvering is occurred for each group target at k time, it is necessary to determine the corresponding relationship of group measurement and group track, namely, the optimal division is determined as
  U U and the formula (12) needs to be solved.
where 
IV. CONFORMATION OF 3-D ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
The maximization problem described by the formula (12) is equivalent as follow.
The influence of 
A. Conformation of Generalized S-D Assignment Problem
When s N sensors are used to simultaneously observe the targets, S-D group vector needs to be structured for oriented group track in order to obtain the mapping relationship between group track and group measurement. Varies of feasibility division be found out, and the optimal partition is obtained by minimizing the cost of each feasibility division.
The generalized S-D assignment problem is constructed to 
B. State Update of the Tracks in the Formation
The feasibility division *  for T group tracks is set to be at minimum cost, so *  is most likely the division. Based on *  can be obtained to group measurement set * ( ) t k Z of multiple sensor associated with group track t . The maneuvering pattern of group track t is determined based on * ( ) t k Z , and the corresponding group maneuvering model [1] is used to complete the state update of each track within the groups.
V. SIMULATION VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
A. Simulation Environment
The sensor is assumed to three 2D radar. In order to compare the performance of the two algorithms in different environments, the following two typical environments are provided. The environment 1: the whole maneuver and splitting of the simulated group. There are 10 goals in the two dimensions, which is constituted to two groups. The first group is constructed of the former six targets. The environment 2: the merging and dispersing of the simulated group. The number of targets and constitution of the group is same to the environment 1.
B. Simulation Results
The environment 1: The environment 2: C. Simulation Analysis It can be seen from the Figure I that the splitting is occurred in group target 1 and the whole maneuver is occurred in group target 2 in the environment 1.And Figure III shows that the merging, splitting, dispersing and the whole maneuver are successively occurred in each group target in the environment 2. From the above all figures can be seen, compared with centralized interacting multiple model multisensor multiple hypothesis tracking (CIMM-MSMHT) algorithm [4] whose performance is superior in multi-sensor maneuvering target tracking algorithm,the RMS position error are most for CIMM-MSMHT algorithm, which is respectively as high as 650m at part time. And his change is much bigger in the whole process, thus CIMM-MSMHT algorithm has been unable to meet the engineering requirements of tracking accuracy for the system. RMS position error for MSRT-MGT-PGSDA algorithm is far less than CIMM-MSMHT algorithm, and the performance of MSRT-MGT-PGSDA algorithm is stable in the process of tracking.
The reason for the above results is: the maneuvering tracking model in CIMM-MSMHT algorithm is not matching, and the false association of point-to-track cross is easily occurred in clutter. Therefore RMS position error is all larger in several detection cycles of maneuvering group targets. Then a particular group maneuvering model is gradually adapted by automatically adjusting of the gate, false track elimination mechanism. RMS position error becomes small. Thus the change about RMS position error is much bigger. But the thought of multi-dimension assignment is used to affirm in real time the maneuvering situation of group targets in MSRT-MGT-PGSDA algorithm, and the state updates are implemented by a specific tracking model of group targets. Therefore the values of RMS position error and his change in MSRT-MGT-PGSDA algorithm are far less than CIMM-MSMHT algorithm from the whole tracking process.
